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(Alexandria Division)

Plaintiff, Case No. 1:14-cv-01749-CMH-
MSN

Defendants.

DECLARATION OF RANDALL K. MILLER

I, Randall K. Miller, hereby declare as follows:

I am a partner at the law firm of Venable LLP and I represent Plaintiff VeriSign,
Inc. ("Verisign").

2, I conferred with defense counsel (Derek Newman) on multiple breaks during the
deposition of Mr. Daniel Negari on June 15, 2015, and I tools breaks for the
purpose ofhaving ameet-and-confer conference with counsel, and in an effort to
avert motions practice.

During those conferences, I told Mr. Newman that I thought that Mr. Negari was
being evasive and obstructing the deposition, I provided examples, and I urged
Mr. Newman to advise his client to stop being evasive and instead disclose his
personal knowledge. I did so in the hope that the testimony would improve as the
day went on.

4. I did not believe that Mr. Negari's testimony ever improved to the point of being
compliant with the obligation not to be evasive, and ultimately I suspended the
deposition—before consuming the presumptive seven and one half hours of
time—for the purpose of filing a motion.

5. I told defense counsel on multiple occasions that I intended to move for an order
to remedy the evasive conduct during the deposition. After I returned to the
office on Wednesday June 17, I emailed defense counsel to asic for a call; I also
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provided citations from rough draft of the transcript to Mr. DePalma, who
conducted ameet-and-confer teleconference about the Motion and the basis on
Thursday June 18. On Friday, June 19, I spoke to Mr. Newman by telephone
about the filing of the Motion and to report on my calls with the Court's personnel
(including about the need to schedule the hearing for Thursday June 25). Prior
the time that we filed on Friday June 19, no one on the defense side raised an
objection based on the "waiting one week" guidance. After the filing, I also
spoke to Mr, Newman on Saturday and Sunday June 20 and June 21 about
potential ways to resolve the Motion, and I sent a written'proposal to resolve the
Motion on Sunday June 21.

6. The Motion contained examples of evasive conduct but these examples are
illustrative and not exhaustive, and we based the Motion on a broader pattern of
deponent evasion. We attached the full transcript, which contains other examples.

I certify and declare under penalty of perjury of the laws of the United States that the foregoing
is true and correct.

Executed on June 24, 2015

K. Miller
Counsel foN Plaintiff T~erisign, Inc.
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